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From the Directors
by Dan

Devlin

I hope the fall is going great for you! I know
it certainly is going fast! As our project is
moving forward and we are getting more
accomplished I am getting more and more
excited.

We recently received the new RFA from
USDA-NIFA to finalize the move of the
project leadership from OSU to KSU. I hope
to finish the new proposal and submit it to
USDA by early December. I want to thank
all of you for your work and the patience
that you have shown during this transition.
What a great group of partners!

I am excited to announce that Dr. Amber
Campbell will take on new responsibilities
as she will become the Grazing CAP Project
Manager. I look forward to her working
more closely with all of our project groups.

I want to congratulate those of you that
helped make the recent Cattle & Climate
Workshop in Stillwater a success. I had
some very positive feedback from Kansas

extension personnel that attended. I also
want to congratulate Jean Steiner on her
article that was recently published in the
Annals of the New York Academy of
Sciences titled "Knowledge and tools to
enhance resilience of beef grazing systems
for sustainable animal protein production,"
that explained our project.

Cosmos featured on sunup TV
The SUNUP TV featured project team members
Tyson Ochsner, Austin Moore, and Patrick Starks
about the COSMOS.
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I look forward to the extension team's
planning meeting in Wichita on December
16-17 and our annual investigators' meeting
on March 18-19, 2015 at OU.

Please keep up the good work and if you
have any questions, feel free to contact me.
Thanks,
Dan

Applied reproductive strategies
workshop
The ARS Workshop attracted over 200
participants to Stillwater, OK in October.
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Grazinglands research
laboratory updates
by Jean

Steiner

and Chuck Rice were designated as Kansas
including the Grazing CAP research, and
State University liaisons for Extension and
middle to high school education
Research to the USDA Southern Plains
programs.
Climate Hub, with is located at the
Grazinglands Research Laboratory in El
 On September 26, the Grazing CAP and
Reno. Building on pilot curriculum
other climate related research was
development supported under the Grazing
featured in a Department of State
CAP, the Climate Hub has established an
sponsored exchange in which a
agreement with Peter Tomlinson and Lauri
Vietnamese television journalist conducted
Baker, Ag Communications and Education,
interviews about impacts of climate
to develop climate science and climate
variability and change on agriculture. The
change curriculum for Extension educators
Oklahoma Mesonet, as a statewide
and conservation professionals in the
resources to support citizen adaptation to
Southern Plains. The agreement will
climate, was also featured.
support the work of 2 graduate students.

 On August 25, Dr. Thomas Coon, Oklahoma
State University Vice-President, Dean, and
Director for the Division of Agriculture
Sciences and Natural Resources, visited the
Grazinglands Research
Laboratory. Research sites of the Grazing
CAP were discussed by Jean Steiner, Pat
Starks, and Ken Turner, including the iGOS  On October 1, the Grazinglands Research
Laboratory hosted Craig McVey,
flux measurement sites and the GreenFeed
Superintendent of El Reno Public School
methane emission measurements.
System, to discuss new STEM education
initiatives between the research program,
 Grazing CAP investigators, Peter Tomlinson

Upcoming cattle &
climate workshop
by Dave

Lalman & Malerie Strahm

The upcoming Cattle & Climate Workshop
will cover factors affecting cow-calf herd
performance, major drivers and observed
trends of climate variability, and roles of
Extension in communicating contentious
issues. The primary focus of the event is to
engage educators on implications for cattle
production based on climate variability issues
while introducing on-going USDA-related
projects and resources. Peter Tomlinson will
be presenting on the project while Dave
Lalman will discuss matching beef cattle
breeds to environmental conditions.

For full agenda and
location details
visit

The workshop will be
http://
held November 6th
www.greatplainsgrazing.or
from 8:30 am to 4:30
g/news---events.html
pm on the Oklahoma
State University campus in
Stillwater, OK. The workshop is
sponsored by Southwest Animal
Agriculture & Climate Change Project and
Texas A&M University through USDA-NIFA
Competitive Grant No. 2011-67003-30206.
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Cosmos featured on sunup TV
by Malerie

Awards

Strahm

Research being conducted on the project
was recently featured in SUNUP TV’s
informational clip about COSMOS. COSMOS
(Cosmic-ray Soil Moisture Observing System)
is a relatively new tool being used by project
team members to measure soil moisture.
Mesonet stations also measure soil moisture
by taking three or four measurements at
specific depths but only at a single point.
However, soil moisture is highly variable
from one location to the next. What makes
the COSMOS system unique is that it has a
footprint about the size of a quarter section
of land.

HOW IT WORKS
Collisions between harmless radiation
entering the earth from space and atoms
here on earth sometimes send a neutron
bouncing off from the particle which was
struck. COSMOS measures these “fast
neutrons.” When a hydrogen atom and the
fast neutrons

collide, the fast neutron loses energy
because both the neutron and hydrogen
atom have an atomic mass unit of one.
Having more hydrogen atoms near the
surface environment will produce more
collisions with fast neutrons, which will
allow more fast neutrons to be slowed
down. The fast neutron cloud will
continually become less and less dense with
increasing amounts of hydrogen in the
environment. Most of the hydrogen near the
land surface is contained in water
molecules. Therefore, measuring the
neutron cloud reveals how much water is in
the environment.

DeAnn Presley has been selected the 2014
Young Scholar from the SSSA Soil and Water
Management and Conservation Division.
The award will be given to at the Division
Business Meeting on Wednesday Nov 5.

MOBILITY
One advantage of the COSMOS system is
that it doesn’t have to be buried
underground. COSMOS Rover was recently
obtained with a grant funded by the
National Science Foundation EPSCoR
program. The large instrument can be
placed in the back of a vehicle and driven up
and down county roads to map the soil
moisture along the way. By doing
this, information can be gathered
not only about soil moisture
under grassland but also
under cropland.

Scientists are still working
to understand the full
implications of COSMOS
because it is also affected by
humidity, water inside plants
and animals, and hydrogen
found in the soil organic matter.

SUNUP TV Coverage
To view the full video visit SUNUP TV’s YouTube
channel at https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=LB03V_Z71-0

COSMOS
COSMOS (Cosmic-ray Soil Moisture
Observing System) is a relatively new tool
being used by project team members to
measure soil moisture.
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Oeie evaluation update
OEIE welcomes your feedback and
questions regarding the evaluation
activities for the Grazing CAP
project.

Office of Educational
innovation and Evaluation
(785) 532-5930
grazingcap@ksu.edu

By OEIE Team
We are pleased to announce that the
Grazing CAP collaborators have
reported 45 new achievements for
July, August, and September 2014!
These achievements include potential
partnerships, refereed journal articles
submitted and accepted for
publication, scholarly presentations,
workshops with educators and
consultants about the project, as well as
many other different activities.

Starting this quarter, Amber Campbell will be
the contact for all achievement
documentation questions and concerns.
We encourage you to continue to share your
Grazing CAP achievements via the survey link
below. This helps OEIE and the Grazing CAP
Management Team ensure your progress,
successes, and impacts are captured in all
reports to the USDA.

Applied reproductive
strategies in cattle
workshop
by Dave

Lalman

The Applied Reproductive Strategies in Beef
Cattle Conference attracted over 200
participants to Stillwater, OK on October 8-9,
2014. The conference provided information
on a variety of reproduction-related topics
including maintaining or improving
reproductive performance in beef cattle
operations in the midst of a changing
climate. It also included a session on
rebuilding the cowherd after drought and use
of genomic technologies to improve
reproductive performance. Conference
attendees included a diverse array of beef
producers, beef industry professionals,
academics, extension professionals, and
veterinarians from 15 different
states. Attendees came from as far away as
California and Oregon to Georgia and South
Carolina. In addition to the informative
program, the meeting also qualified for

continuing education credits for veterinarians
across the US and in-service credit for many
extension educators. The conference was
cosponsored by the project.
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Cover crops research and
extension
by DeAnn

Presley & Jeff Edwards

Field Day
Several team members from OSU
participated in a cover crops field
day at Lahoma, OK in August. The
field day was primarily funded by an
NRCS CIG grant, but included
information on grazing of cover crops to
offset deficiencies in summer pasture due
to drought or other reasons. This was
beyond the scope of the CIG project and is
related to the CAP. There were
approximately 50 producers in attendance.

Cover crops field day
A group of farmers learn about cover crops
and their potential as an alternative source
of grazing during drought years.

Research

Ochsner presents
Dr. Tyson Ochsner provides and update on
soil water estimation tools being developed
by OSU researchers.

Lahoma cover crop trials
A consultant inspects residue left behind
from a cowpea / grass cover crop mixture at
Lahoma

Jaymelynn Farney is working on a cover crop
biomass project planted in SE KS. The
objective of this project is to determine the
potential for these annual cover crop mixes
to produce a late fall window of grazing for
livestock, and this project evaluates the
quantity and quality of the biomass
produced. The study was sampled on
September 26 when the covers had
been growing for 30 days. The
crops include turnip, radish,
oats, cereal rye, wheat,
barley, Austrian winter peas,
and berseem clover. Each
plot contained a 3-way mix
of one of each of these
brassicas, grasses, and
legumes. Cathryn Davis is
in the process of
determining the species
composition, the biomass,
and eventually, the forage
value of these samples. We will
repeat sampling and analysis at 60
and 90 days after planting.

Funding provided by USDA to Project No. 2012-02355 through the National Institute
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Funding Acknowledgement
Everyone should look for opportunities to acknowledge NIFA-AFRI funding for
their work. Project personnel should acknowledge on papers (oral and poster
papers) delivered at scientific professional meetings, field days, and the like,
and on progress reports, Extension publications, newsletters and reports in
newsletters and the like, and in all scientific communications. The following
wording, or something similar, is sufficient.

Social Media
Great Plains Grazing is now on
Facebook and
Twitter @GPGrazing

“Funding provided by USDA to Project No. 2012-02355 through the National
Institute for Food and Agriculture's Agriculture and Food Research Initiative,
Regional Approaches for Adaptation to and Mitigation of Climate Variability and
Change.”
If only a portion (even a small portion) of the work was funded by the Grazing
CAP, include language something like the following:
“Partial funding was provided by USDA Project No. 2012-02355 through the
National Institute for Food and Agriculture's Agriculture and Food Research
Initiative, Regional Approaches for Adaptation to and Mitigation of Climate
Variability and Change.”
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Internal Website
Reminder: the project internal website can
be accessed at

https://sites.google.com/site/
grazingcap/home

Upcoming Events & deadlines
December Extension Team Meeting
December 16-17, 2014, Sedgwick County Extension Education Center

Year 3 Annual Team Meeting
March 18-19, 2015
Stephenson Research and Technology Center (SRTC), OU

Consumer Research
National PD Meeting
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